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3 rattle (v) to make a series of knocking sounds 發出嘎嘎聲
3 concerned (adj) worried 關注的
4 announcement (n) an official public notice 公佈
4 marry (v) to become a husband or wife 娶或嫁
4 castle (n) a large, old-style building where the king and his family live 城堡
4 admirer (n) someone who likes a young woman very much 愛慕者
6 crossbow (n) an old-style bow fixed across a wooden support 弩
6 chatty (adj) talking a lot 愛說話的
8 knight (n) a man of high social rank to serve the king in battles 騎士
8 catch up with (phr v) to reach someone in front of you 追上
14 sandal (n) a light shoe worn in summer 涼鞋

14 embroidered (adj)
decorated with patterns or pictures that are sewn with coloured threads 
繡有花紋的

18 delighted (adj) very pleased and happy 高興的
20 snoring (n) the act of making a loud breathing noise when you sleep 打鼾
20 grand (adj) large and beautiful 盛大的
22 realise (v) to understand 領悟

25 gas (n) (=gasoline) a fuel used in cars 汽油
25 pedal (n) a foot-operated control 腳踏
25 take off (phr v) to leave the ground and start flying 起飛
25 zoom (v) to move very quickly 快速移動
26 gracefully (adv) beautifully 優雅地
26 schoolyard (n) the open area in a school 校園
27 jolly (adj) happy and cheerful 愉快的
27 right away (phr) in no time 立即
27 loop (n) a circle 圈
27 fancy (adj) complicated 花巧的
27 trick (n) entertainment that is like magic 戲法

36 pleased (adj) happy or satisfied 稱心滿意的

36 handstand (n)
the act of balancing yourself by your hands alone in an upside down position 
倒立

37 completely (adv) totally 完全地
37 floppy (adj) soft and not able to keep a firm shape 鬆軟的
37 stuck (adj) unable to move from a certain position 卡住
37 forever (adv) for an endless time 永遠
37 cool (adj) very good 好棒
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38 whisper (v) to speak softly 輕聲說

38 vocal cords (n)
(plural) the part of your throat that produces sound when air moves over it 
聲帶

38 play a part (phr) to take part in 參與
38 control (v) to handle 控制
38 vibrate (v) to shake repeatedly 振動

40 flamingo (n) a large pink bird with long, thin legs and a long neck 紅鸛
40 hatch (v) to come out of an egg 孵出
40 shrimp (n) a small shellfish with a long tail and many legs 小蝦
40 algae (n) (plural) small plants that grow in water 水藻

41 rooster (n) an adult male chicken 公雞

41
have your eye on 
something (idiom)

to admire and want to have something 想得到 

44 tumble (v) to fall quickly and without control 狂瀉
45 ache (v) to feel pain 疼痛
45 groan (v) to speak in pain 痛苦地說
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